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Icebergs greatly influence the operational regime of hydrotechnical structures in the Arctic offshore waters. In this paper
we focus on the preliminary results obtained for the iceberg drift in the Kara and Laptev Seas. Initial data were collected
with the help of radio buoys during the 2012–2017 field surveys. Key drift parameters, such as velocity and its variability
in summer and winter, are discussed. The differences between the iceberg drift patterns in these seas can be explained by
the difference in mass and size of icebergs from the Novaya Zemlya and Severnaya Zemlya archipelagos. Due to this fact,
ice cover and water drag influence these groups of icebergs in a different way.

INTRODUCTION

Icebergs cause high risks for navigation; their drift is among
the factors influencing the safety of hydrotechnical objects in the
Arctic Offshore (ISO, 2016a). Despite the significant progress of
technical means since the infamous iceberg-caused tragedies of
the 20th century, with enormous human and ship losses (“Titanic”
in 1912, “Hans Hedtoft” in 1959), minor incidents (the oil tanker
“Overseas Ohio” in 1994) and near-emergency events (“Sea Rose”
FPSO in 2017) (Tangborn et al., 1998; Hill, 2000; C-NLOPB,
2018) are still observed.

Understanding the patterns of iceberg drift and the respective
morphometric parameters is essential for designing hydrotechnical
structures and ensuring safe exploration of hydrocarbon deposits
in the seas of the Russian Arctic. Drifting and entering the waters
near the prospective deposit icebergs significantly influences the
operational regime of hydrotechnical structures, choice of supply
vessels, and ice management systems, etc. For many regions of
the Russian Arctic, the data on the iceberg drift are unavailable
or scarce.

Therefore, supported by the Rosneft Oil Company and the
Arctic Research Center, AARI completed 12 interdisciplinary
expeditions in the Barents, Kara, Laptev, East Siberian, and the
Chukchee Seas. Four of them were performed under conditions of
maximum ice extent (2013–2015 and 2017) and eight in the open
water season (2012–2017). Moreover, a winter expedition of 2015
became the largest in the world over the last 20 years in terms
of scope of work (Rosneft, 2015). One of the objectives of these
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expeditions was investigating the drift of icebergs and ice floes in
the Kara and the Laptev Seas; the task involved using radio buoys
allowing for detection of coordinates and signal transmission. In
some water areas, it was the first time buoys were used for such
purposes. Thus, the large sets of data collected are unique; their
analysis allows one to plot a trajectory of a specific ice forma-
tion over the buoy lifetime and calculate its drift parameters. This
experience was partially summed up in Neftyanoe Khozyaystvo
(2015). An overview of the winter drift of icebergs and ice floes
surveyed in 2013–2015 is given by Buzin et al. (2016).

In the present work, we analyzed the drift of icebergs based on
data gathered throughout 2012–2017. Below, we provide descrip-
tive characteristics of their drift in the southwestern Kara Sea and
the Laptev Sea. We analyzed the ice cover period, the period when
ice cover decays and water gets free of ice, and the period when
ice formation begins. In addition, we described icebergs drifting
in the Vilkitsky Strait and those moving off the eastern coast of
Novaya Zemlya, as these regions are essential for navigation and
not well-studied in terms of ice management systems.

THE USE OF RADIO BUOYS IN ICE DRIFT SURVEYS
AND RESULTS OBTAINED OVER 2012–2017

The use of radio buoys allowing for detection of coordinates
and signal transmission (i.e., GPS buoys) is a conventional prac-
tice in both scientific and applied studies of the dynamics of ice
formations. A radio buoy locates an ice formation and transmits
its geographic coordinates together with a set of associated param-
eters to a consumer via satellite communication systems. Such
devices are actively used for scientific purposes (IABP, 2019;
Hutchings, 2007; Hutchings et al., 2010; Lei et al., 2016). More-
over, radio buoys have been approved as a tool for collecting
data for hydrotechnical structure design and as a component of
technological arsenal aimed to ensure proper functioning of ice
management systems (ISO, 2016a, 2016b). In the Atlantic sector
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of the Arctic, radio buoys have been used to collect information
on the drift of icebergs from the 1980s (Mobil, 1994; Yulme-
tov et al., 2013; Marchenko and Marchenko, 2015; Larsen et al.,
2015; Carlson et al., 2017; Carlson and Rysgaard, 2018). All ice
cover studies performed in the scope of comprehensive infras-
tructure surveys in the Russian Arctic also utilized this approach.
Buzin and Nesterov (2018) provided a detailed review of such
experience and its principal results.

Due to technical and economic factors, the development of the
Russian Arctic started from the western and thus relatively mild
Barents Sea, engaging more severe eastern regions later. There-
fore, the major part of collected instrumentation readings relates to
icebergs of the Barents Sea. The surveys of 2012–2017 allowed us
to gain empirical data on iceberg drift in such water areas where
observations have rarely or never been performed before. Hence,
multiple ARGOS buoys “Pulsar” (ZAO ES-PAS, Russia) were
fixed on icebergs for continuous GPS monitoring. Buoys were
set to report their location once an hour; the error in determining
coordinates was within 10 m. The battery life, and the buoy life-
time amounted up to three months, respectively. One such buoy
can be seen in Fig. 1.

During the summer expeditions of 2012–2014 and 2016 in
the Barents, Kara, and the Laptev Seas, survey parties used
helicopters Mi-8T or Ka-32 based onboard the research ves-
sels Mikhail Somov (2012), Akademik Fyodorov (2013), and
Akademik Tryoshnikov (2014 and 2016) to land buoys on ice-
bergs. There were two ways to land a buoy, either by dropping the
specialist on the iceberg or by air-dropping the device. In the first
case, the helicopter got down until the surface of the iceberg was
touched but did not stop the engine, while the specialist was fixing
the buoy using a bearing rod drilled into the ice with a portable
drill. Alternatively, the helicopter hovered at 4–6 m above a cho-
sen site, while the weighted-up buoy was placed onto the iceberg
surface using a thin rope that was cut off upon completion.

During the winter expeditions of 2013–2015 in the Kara and
the Laptev Seas, buoys were air-dropped from helicopter Ka-32,
based onboard the icebreaker Yamal. During the winter expedition
of 2017 in the Laptev Sea, buoys were landed on icebergs using
helicopter Mi-8T with a temporary base at Khastyr in the Khara-
Tumus peninsula (Khatanga Gulf; Pashali et al., 2018). Usually,

Fig. 1 ARGOS buoy Pulsar, fixed on the surface of an iceberg;
the icebreaker Yamal is in the background (May 2013, photo by
K. A. Kornishin).

buoys were landed on icebergs in the scope of a wider range
of activities (e.g., visual ice reconnaissance, the aerial survey of
ice formations, etc.). Figure 2 shows trajectories of the icebergs
throughout 2012–2017.

In total, 207 trajectories were recorded in the Barents, Kara,
and the Laptev Sea. The information derived using buoys makes
it possible to evaluate hourly average iceberg velocities, their
drift directions, and parameters of the respective trajectories. The
obtained data enable us to predict the drift of dangerous ice for-
mations in the southwestern Kara Sea, the Vilkitsky Strait, and
the Laptev Sea, regions pivotal for development and navigation. A
total of 57 iceberg trajectories were recorded in the southwestern
Kara Sea during April–October; 42 in the Laptev Sea in April-
November, and 19 in the Vilkitsky Strait in July–October.

Fig. 2 Iceberg drift in the region of surveys throughout 2012–
2017
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The analysis of multiyear observations on ice-related processes
in the Kara and the Laptev Sea led us to conclude that the
ice cover remains compact in this water area until the end of
May. Throughout June-August, ice cover decays, and the water
area gradually gets free of ice. In October, a new ice formation
cycle begins (AARI, 2004; Hidrometeoizdat, 1986). During the
analyzed period (2012–2017), easy ice conditions were mostly
observed in the area. The accumulated data allow us to study ice-
berg drift in the southwestern Kara Sea and the Laptev Sea, either
through the solid ice cover in the winter season (April–May), or
through decaying ice, clear water, and young ice in the spring-
summer season (June-October). Due to the presence of the thick
fast ice in the Vilkitsky Strait, July and August are considered
the ice cover period, whereas September and October the ice-free
period.

Icebergs originating from glaciers of Novaya Zemlya and Sev-
ernaya Zemlya are known to differ in size significantly (GUNiO
USSR, 1988, 1992). According to Dowdeswell (1989), the mor-
phometric parameters of icebergs (sizes and shapes) depend on
the parent glacier. Likewise, shelf glaciers and ice domes are
known to be originators of the massive tabular bergs (hundreds
of meters in diameter). The outlet glaciers in the fiords pro-
duce smaller icebergs (tenths of meters), largely of irregular
shape. As for the region of our interest, these are ice domes that
are mainly found on Severnaya Zemlya and outlet glaciers on
Novaya Zemlya. These observations support descriptions of ice-
bergs reported at various times near Spitsbergen, Novaya Zemlya,
Franz Josef Land and Severnaya Zemlya (Zubov, 1945; Sand-
ford, 1955; Dowdeswell et al., 2002; Buzin and Glazovsky, 2005;
Zubakin et al., 2006, 2007; Buzin et al., 2008; Gorbunov, 2010).

The typical icebergs of Novaya Zemlya and Severnaya Zemlya
are given in Fig. 3. In general, icebergs calved at Novaya Zemlya
are of 30 m to 100 m, while those calved at Severnaya Zemlya
are of 80 m to 200 m. Icebergs with such linear dimensions can

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Fig. 3 Typical icebergs found near Novaya Zemlya (a, c, e) and
Severnaya Zemlya (b, d, f) (photos by AARI).

be classified as “small-medium” and “medium-large,” respectively
(Environment Canada, 2005). Data obtained in surveys throughout
2012–2017 provide an overview of the drift and its key parameters
for said types of icebergs.

ANALYZED PARAMETERS AND ANALYTICAL
METHODS

In complex engineering analysis, one needs to know the veloc-
ity of an ice formation and its variability (ISO, 2010). To char-
acterize iceberg velocity, its mean and maximum values are used,
along with the frequency of occurrence. The integrated variant of
the latter parameter (for velocities by directions) or its graphic
representation in the form of a rose diagram is also helpful.

For marine activities and ice management systems aimed to
protect the water area from icebergs, the following parameters
(see Fig. 4) of the iceberg trajectory are considered (Pavlov et al.,
2018):

S – pathway length;
d – displacement, the shortest distance from the initial to the

final position of an iceberg.
Displacement is described by the mean vector of drift EVa with

module EVa and direction �a (see Fig. 4). Tortuosity is also a
descriptive attribute of the trajectory (K = S/d) and calculated as
a ratio between the pathway length and displacement. The higher
this value, the greater is the variability of the drift direction. The
ratio between the module of the mean vector and the mean veloc-
ity (q = � EVa�/�V �5 is called the coefficient of the drift steadiness.
Losev and Gorbunov (1978) proposed the following criteria of the
drift steadiness: if q > 0085, the drift is steady, if q < 006, the drift
is unsteady. Other values indicate the transition from the steady
to the unsteady condition or vice versa.

Tortuosity and steadiness of the drift are descriptive attributes
of its variability. The steady drift is characterized by low tortuosity
and relatively large displacement approaching the pathway length.

Fig. 4 Parameters of the iceberg drift (S – pathway length; d –
displacement; EV� – empirical drift vectors; mean vector of drift EVa

with a module of � EVa�; �V � – mean velocity)
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A drift of such character is more predictable than the unsteady
one described by a higher tortuosity. This factor warrants consid-
eration when designing ice management systems aimed to protect
the water area from icebergs.

The trajectory parameters vary depending on time scales. Let
us compare the empirical iceberg drift in various water areas by
time intervals from a day to seven days, with an increment of one
day.

RESULTS OF THE ICEBERG DRIFT SURVEYS IN
2012–2017

The derived large sets of data on the iceberg drift allow us to
analyze the following significant events:

• transit of icebergs from the Laptev Sea into the Kara Sea and
back through the Vilkitsky Strait;

• migration of icebergs off the eastern coast of Novaya Zemlya
into the southwestern Kara Sea.

These events are chosen because:
• the Vilkitsky Strait is a pivotal region of the Northern Sea

Route, where icebergs pause risk for safe navigation;
• icebergs near the eastern coast of Novaya Zemlya are poorly

studied, so understanding the character of their migration is both
interesting scientifically and very important for designing ice man-
agement systems for this region.

Below, we describe the listed events and compare the drift pat-
terns in the southwestern Kara Sea and the Laptev Sea.

The Drift of Icebergs in the Vilkitsky Strait, 2014–2015

Icebergs have been frequently reported in the waters adjacent
to the Vilkitsky Strait both from the Kara Sea and the Laptev
Sea sides, and in the strait itself (GUNiO USSR, 1992; Abramov,
1996). To the best of our knowledge, the iceberg drift studies
of 2014–2015 were the first attempt to monitor the dynamics of
icebergs in this region in high detail (Fig. 5). The majority of
observed icebergs were medium and large tabular bergs.

In the summer season of 2014, we installed eight buoys in the
Shokalsky Strait and near the eastern coast of the Komsomolets
island and thus received eight trajectories for this region, two of
which relate to July–August and the rest to September–October.
In 2015, the majority of buoys were installed on icebergs near
the eastern coast of Severnaya Zemlya and in the Vilkitsky Strait,
presuming that icebergs in this region originate from the eastern
coast of the Komsomolets Island. After the breakup of the fast ice,
16 icebergs started drifting, where 11 of them migrated towards
the Kara Sea and 5 remained in the Laptev Sea (Buzin et al.,
2016). The majority of observations made in 2015 relate to July,
the period after the breakup and decay of the fast ice that resides
in the western part of the Vilkitsky Strait and connects Severnaya
Zemlya and the mainland.

Figure 5 presents the drift pattern in the Vilkitsky Strait for the
pool of studied icebergs; arrows indicate the principal direction.
As one can see, the drift was oriented eastwards in September–
October 2014 (blue arrow) and westwards in July–August 2015
(red arrow). Rose diagrams also illustrate the prevailing direc-
tion of iceberg migration through the Vilkitsky Strait in July–
August and September–October. The mean vector of iceberg drift
in July–August comprised 0.12 m/s for the westward drift (252�).
In September–October, the value amounted to 0.07 m/s for the
eastward drift (94�).

Figure 6 displays the frequency of occurrence of the drift veloc-
ities in the Vilkitsky Strait. The mean velocity of the drift in the
Vilkitsky Strait in July–August was 0.24 m/s, while in September–
October – 0.11 m/s. In July–August, icebergs were most often

Fig. 5 Trajectories of icebergs in the Vilkitsky Strait and the adja-
cent waters in July–October, 2014–2015; rose diagrams of the
iceberg drift in July–August and September–October.

drifting at 0.1–0.2 m/s. In September–October, the majority of
icebergs migrated with a speed of up to 0.1 m/s. The mean values
demonstrate a far more active drift of icebergs from the Laptev
Sea to the Kara Sea through the Vilkitsky Strait in July–August
compared to that in September–October. Notably, the maximum

Fig. 6 Frequency of occurrence of the drift velocities in the Vilk-
itsky Strait
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Time interval (days)

Period 1 3 7

Tortuosity (k)
July–August 101 103 201
September–October 603 1301 606

Steadiness (q)
July–August 0090 0073 0057
September–October 0045 0037 0040

Table 1 Mean tortuosity (k) and steadiness (q) of the drift in the
Vilkitsky Strait at various time intervals

velocities in September–October were higher than in July–August
(1.23 m/s, 67�, vs. 0.88 m/s, 269�), which can be explained by
the interaction between the icebergs and the ice cover. Parameters
of the drift variability are given in Table 1.

The drift of an iceberg moving through the ice cover is gener-
ally steady within a day. Within larger time intervals, the charac-
ter of the drift varies. For instance, the seven-day drift of icebergs
in the Vilkitsky Strait in July–August is mostly unsteady. Like-
wise, the majority of analyzed trajectories over the ice-free period
demonstrate the unsteady drift character confirmed by high tortu-
osity. However, the trajectories of icebergs within 1–3 days during
the same season were often almost straight lines.

The Drift of Icebergs off the Eastern Coast of Novaya Zemlya

In the winter seasons of 2013–2015 and summer seasons of
2014–2017, we installed buoys on icebergs situated near the fronts

Fig. 7 Drift of icebergs off the outlet glaciers of Novaya Zemlya
in April–October, 2012–2015; rose diagrams of the iceberg drift
in April–May and June–October.

of outlet glaciers of the eastern coast of Novaya Zemlya. We
derived 57 iceberg trajectories for this region for the period of
April–October. Interestingly, most of the icebergs found through-
out the winter seasons were frozen into the fast ice and suppos-
edly were aground, as their drift began only after the break-up
and decay of the fast ice.

Figure 7 shows the migration of icebergs off Novaya Zemlya.
The majority of these icebergs migrated northeastwards, during
both winter (Buzin et al., 2016) and summer. Throughout the
analyzed period, we documented only one case of the south-
ward drift along the archipelago in the area affected by the East
Novozemel’skoye Current (GUNiO USSR, 1992); see Fig. 7. An
important fact is that, in summer, icebergs decayed quickly and
turned over, so the lifetimes of buoys were short as well as their
series of observations. The iceberg drift in the southwestern Kara
Sea is described below.

The Key Features of the Iceberg Drift in the Southwestern
Kara Sea and the Laptev Sea Based on the Pool of
Observations Throughout 2012–2017

In this section, we discuss velocities of the iceberg drift, the
respective trajectories and migration distances, and tortuosity and
steadiness. These characteristics are based on the set of data col-
lected in the southwestern Kara Sea and the Laptev Sea during
the period with ice cover (April–May) and the period when ice
cover decays and water gets free of ice (June–August) through-
out 2012–2017. Figure 8 displays the frequency of occurrence of

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8 Frequency of occurrence of the drift velocities in (a) the
Kara Sea and (b) the Laptev Sea
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the drift velocities in the southwestern Kara Sea and the Laptev
Sea. The presented distributions are typical of this type of ice for-
mations, and are similar to the profiles obtained for the Grand
Banks of Newfoundland and the region situated northeastwards
of Greenland (Stuckey, 2008; Yulmetov et al., 2016).

In April–May, icebergs were most frequently drifting at up to
0.1 m/s in both regions. While this pattern persisted in the Laptev
Sea throughout June–October, in the Kara Sea icebergs were most
often migrating at 0.1–0.2 m/s. In April–May, velocities of more
than 0.2 m/s were seen in the southwestern Kara Sea and the
Laptev Sea as often as in 1.1% and 15.0% of cases, respectively.
In June–October, the rates comprised 40.6% and 22.6%.

The mean velocity of the drift in the southwestern Kara Sea
in April–May was 0.07 m/s (with a maximum of 0.27 m/s, 72�),
while in June–October – 0.20 m/s (with a maximum of 1.01 m/s,
37�). In April–May, the velocities of icebergs in the Laptev Sea
were slightly higher as compared to those in the Kara Sea; the
mean was 0.11 m/s and the maximum was 0.54 m/s (155�). In
June–October, the velocities in the Laptev Sea were lower com-
pared to those in the Kara Sea; the mean comprised 0.14 m/s and
the maximum was 1.13 m/s (155�).

In the period of compact ice, trajectories of icebergs in the
southwestern Kara Sea are unsteady and characterized by high
tortuosity. In the period when the ice cover decays and water gets
free of ice, the variability of drift is substantially lower. As for the
Laptev Sea, there is no such difference between the winter and
summer seasons in terms of the iceberg drift character.

Tables 2 and 3 describe tortuosity and steadiness of the drift in
the southwestern Kara Sea and the Laptev Sea. In both regions,
the drift was mostly unsteady.

Figures 9 and 10 show pathway lengths and displacements of
icebergs in the considered regions within different time intervals.
These figures also show the approximation expressions used to
calculate the mean and the maximum pathway lengths and dis-
placements within time intervals from one to seven days in the
areas of interest in April–May and June–October.

Time interval (days)

Period 1 3 7

Tortuosity (k)
April–May 1306 3408 6305
June–October 104 200 207

Steadiness (q)
April–May 0023 0015 0011
June–October 0070 0054 0043

Table 2 Mean tortuosity (k) and steadiness (q) of the drift in the
southwestern Kara Sea at different time intervals

Time interval (days)

Period 1 3 7

Tortuosity (k)
April–May 207 301 303
June–October 108 207 209

Steadiness (q)
April–May 0048 0042 0038
June–October 0061 0048 0038

Table 3 Mean tortuosity (k) and steadiness (q) of the drift in the
Laptev Sea at different time intervals

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9 The mean and the maximum pathway lengths of ice-
bergs within different time intervals in (a) the Kara Sea and
(b) the Laptev Sea; the approximation expression is (Y 4km5 =
f 4X4day55 X ∈ 613775.

The maximum daily displacement of icebergs in the southwest-
ern Kara Sea can reach 13 km in the period of compact ice (April–
May) and 79 km in the period when the ice cover decays and
water gets free of ice (June–October). In the Laptev Sea, seasonal
values of this parameter were 31 km and 60 km, respectively. The
maximum pathway lengths of icebergs in the southwestern Kara
Sea comprised 14 km and 81 km in April–May and June–October,
respectively. The maximum pathway lengths in the Laptev Sea
were 34 km in April–May and 60 km in June–October.

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate both the season-to-season variability
of the drift and its regional features. For instance, the maximum
seven-day displacement of an iceberg in April–May in the Laptev
Sea was 2.3 times greater than that in the Kara Sea. Contrary to
that, in June–October, the Kara Sea value of this parameter was
2.4 times that of the Laptev Sea’s. In April–May, the maximum
pathway length that an iceberg covers within seven days in the
Laptev Sea is 1.5 times larger than that in the Kara Sea; in June–
October, the Kara Sea value of this parameter comprised 1.3 of the
Laptev Sea’s. The season-to-season variability of the maximum
displacement within time intervals from one to seven days in the
Kara Sea is 6.5 to 7.6 times, while in the Laptev Sea, it is 1.2
to 2.1 times (i.e., the value of this parameter in June–October is
higher than that in April–May). Depending on the migration time,
the maximum pathway length that an iceberg covers in the Kara
Sea in June–October is 3.9 to 6.1 times larger than that it would
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10 The mean and the maximum displacements of ice-
bergs within different time intervals in (a) the Kara Sea and
(b) the Laptev Sea; the approximation expression is (Y 4km5 =
f 4X4Days55X ∈ 613775.

cover in April–May; in the Laptev Sea, this variability is 1.5 to
1.9 times.

The findings addressed above allow us to assume that the ice-
bergs of the Laptev Sea drift more actively in the compact ice
compared to those of the southwestern Kara Sea; in the period
when ice cover decays and water gets free of ice, the situation is
the opposite. One of the reasons could be morphometric param-
eters that differ between the icebergs of these two regions. We
have already mentioned that icebergs found in the southwest-
ern Kara Sea have smaller dimensions and mass (the so-called
“Novaya Zemlya icebergs”) than those in the Laptev Sea (“Sever-
naya Zemlya icebergs”). Smaller sizes and masses (and conse-
quently, drafts) make Novaya Zemlya icebergs more susceptible
to the effects of the ice cover than Severnaya Zemlya icebergs.
The latter ones are bigger and thus have the greater drafts; hence,
the influence of the currents would be more significant than that
of the ice cover.

CONCLUSIONS

It is necessary to mention that the use of radio buoys in the
studies of the iceberg drift in the seas of the Russian Arctic
throughout 2012–2017 allowed us to collect the unique massif of
direct measurements in the regions that are difficult to access or
those where such observations have never been performed. The

data give a better understanding of iceberg dynamics in the periph-
eral seas of the Arctic Ocean and makes it possible to assess
parameters of their drift, required for engineering calculations.
The principal findings are as follows:

• The results confirmed that icebergs transit from the Laptev
Sea into the Kara Sea and back through the Vilkitsky Strait.
Understanding the character of the iceberg migration in the north-
eastern Kara Sea is both important for geological explorations,
development, and safe navigation in this region. The documented
iceberg velocities reached 1.23 m/s.

• The northeastward migration of icebergs off the outlet
glaciers of the eastern coast of Novaya Zemlya recorded through-
out 2012–2017 warrants consideration when designing ice man-
agement systems for the southwestern Kara Sea. The maximum
velocities reached 1 m/s.

• In the southwestern Kara Sea and the Laptev Sea, the ice-
berg drift is mainly unsteady. The tortuosity of trajectories of the
southwestern Kara Sea icebergs in the period of compact ice is
significantly higher than that in the period when the ice cover
decays and water gets free of ice. In the Laptev Sea, there is no
such difference between the winter and summer seasons in terms
of iceberg drift patterns.

• Velocities of up to 0.2 m/s prevail in the southwestern Kara
Sea and the Laptev Sea. Moreover, velocities of 0.1 to 0.3 m/s
and of 0.3 to 0.4 m/s are seen in the Kara Sea more frequently
than in the Laptev Sea: 20.6% and 10.6% vs 13.8% and 5.7%,
respectively.

• The highest velocities were recorded in both regions in the
period when the ice cover decays and water becomes ice-free
(June–October). Moreover, the maximum velocity values obtained
in the Kara Sea exceed those obtained in the Laptev Sea by almost
a factor of two (1.01 m/s vs. 0.54 m/s).

• The difference between the prevailing and the maximum ice-
berg velocities can be explained by different sizes and masses of
icebergs originating from Novaya Zemlya (smaller) and Sever-
naya Zemlya (larger). An impact of waves and wind on an ice
formation of a lesser mass and draft would be relatively more
significant than that on an object of a bigger mass and draft.

• The difference between the displacements of icebergs dur-
ing the ice cover and the ice-free periods can be attributed to
the differences of sizes and masses of icebergs of two popula-
tions. In the ice cover period, the smaller Novaya Zemlya ice-
bergs are more impacted by the ice cover than the more mas-
sive Severnaya Zemlya icebergs. Therefore, the displacement of
the latter equals three times that of the former. In the period
when the ice cover decays and water gets free of ice, the Novaya
Zemlya icebergs migrate 25% farther than those from Severnaya
Zemlya. These preliminary results warrant further investigations
in a more detailed study of the drift of individual icebergs of dif-
ferent masses and sizes in the ice and ice-free periods.

In general, we consider the use of buoys throughout 2012–2017
a successful experience that yielded the unique data needed in the
design of hydrotechnical structures meant to endure the severe
conditions of the Russian Arctic.
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